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WyreStorm Targets the Hospitality Market with Game-Changing New Touch™ Control App for
NetworkHD Products.
New York – Apr. 25, 2016 – WyreStorm NetworkHD Touch is launching a revolutionary free app for iPad that enables
live video preview and control of an entire NetworkHD 100 and 200-Series AV over IP systems for both single screen
and video wall applications.
As the name suggests, Touch literally places control of AV systems at users’ fingertips with drag-and-drop selection of
content onto each display for effortless switching of any number of sources to any number of displays or video walls with real
time I/O video previews on the iPad screen. The responsive drag-and-drop operation is highly intuitive with selections
appearing instantly on both iPad preview screen and the physical displays, making content switching an even
easier and more enjoyable experience for the end user.
As easy to set-up as it is to use, Touch is configured automatically via downloads from the central NetworkHD
system controller, to ensure users have access to their source content in a matter of minutes.
A live preview of all selected content is displayed in main video placeholders on the iPad screen, as well as live
video thumbnail previews of connected sources along the bottom of the screen for easy access all on one
interface.
Displays can be grouped into rooms, areas or video walls, with users able to save favorite preset configurations
and even switch all displays to a single source instantly for incredible flexibility over how content is selected and
to where a user wants it to go.
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For video wall applications, Touch makes it possible to access settings and change preset display configurations
within the NetworkHD 200 Series system and then drag and drop new content onto the iPad virtual display
placeholders in real-time with changes to the actual video wall happening instantaneously.
Wall layouts can be changed, saved and recalled with live video previews of all sources and selected content
displayed on-screen instantly and at the same time using WyreStorm’s QuickSync™ technology.
Best of all, Touch can also be integrated with the WyreStorm Enado control system to enable control of the
source devices themselves and take advantage of powerful Enado features, such as BYOD for the quick and easy
addition of control devices by just scanning the Enado QR code straight into the app for Enado control to be
instantly available within the Touch app.
Whether single screen or video walls, switching is instantaneous with NetworkHD Touch. The images never
freeze or go black during the transition, no matter what content or devices are being switched – content is crystal
clear and up on screen with a flick of the finger.

NetworkHD Touch is available free from the App Store (Q3 2016)
Digital images available at https://wyrestorm.box.com/s/kti5d8qp4n6t0sa6dlj42km8wy0vaol2
Follow WyreStorm at InfoComm 2016 on social media and the WyreStorm InfoComm 2016 page:
http://www.wyrestorm.com/content/infocomm-2016

Contact your authorized WyreStorm Sales Partner for further information on WyreStorm 4K and HD Distribution and Control
Solutions or visit www.wyrestorm.com.

About WyreStorm
WyreStorm is a vertically integrated prime manufacturer of award-winning distribution and control products for
commercial, residential and retail markets. Embracing the multiple technology platforms of HDMI, HDBaseT and
networked AV, WyreStorm provide solutions that allow the integrator to utilize the best technology for a given
application, offering unrivaled interoperability, value and compatibility with the latest 4K standards.
Our ability to combine technologies facilitates the creation of both single platform and hybrid systems that can
be perfectly tailored to applications for true one-manufacturer solutions and seamless integration that
exemplifies our view that the type of technology used is of paramount importance in the success of a project.
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